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The Music of Man and Bird.
s
If the discovery of Independent
of human music all tending In

By HON. GROVER CLEVELAND.
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In Russia.

From the earliest times the people
of the Netherlands have so greatly
loved their bells and chimes that the
architecture of their belfries and
steeples shows marked traces of It.
deMost of these are of
sign, so that the hells might be heard
In the widest circumference. writeB
The Hague eorresKindent of the Chicago Dally News. Beautiful examples
of this style can be seen in the cathedral towers of t'treeht and Delft. Several of the smaller towns possess even
finer specimens, either in their church
spires or in the belfries of watch towbelfry of
ers.
Like the
Monnlkendam, these towers generally
stood in the principal squares. The
bells were tolled In case of danger, to
alarm the burghers, or to call them
together for Important communications. Such a tower is that of Bruges,
of which Longfellow sings:
In the market place of Branca
Stands the belfry, old mid brown.
Thrice destroyed and thrice relmtlded.
Still It Watched o'er the town.
In Holland there is scarcely a place
of Importance that does not have one
or more towers with chimes. The
tunes of these are changed once or
twice a year, generally on New Year's
day. This is so at The Hague and
Utrecht. Some places, however, are
not content with this and have the
tunes changed oftener. It Is on record that In one town, which had a fine
carillon cast by the famous Hemony
in 1577, it was decreed that the tunes
should be changed every fortnight or
at least once a month, so fond were
the burghers of their bells.
In a time when clocks were by no
open-wor-

the same direction Indicates the existence of an Ideal standard toward
Tim wholesome sentiments which spring from
which progress leads, how much
conn try life are being overwhelmed by the ambitions
stronger 1b the evidence afforded by
and. tendencies tlint How out from our great cities.
the fact that bird music is developing
Few have the hardihood to withstand the swirl and
along the same lines? It seems a far
cry from a lleethoven symphony or a
rush of city life, or to remain indifferent to the promWagnerian opera to the simple lay of
ises of sudden wealth and the excitement of speculation
sparrow, but as we trace the course
in a metropolis, where immense fortunes are made and
of the mighty river of music back torati in 0 single day.
ward Its source, the stream becomes
narrower and narrower, until It Is conI believe that we must set ourselves against the
tracted to a point where it is no
fallacy that a city life is the easier and the most pro
broader than the little rill of bird
ductive 01 Happiness.
music, says Henry Oldys In Harper's
The
love of outdoor recreation, unfortunately, is not possessed
strong
Magazine.
Nor does the decrease
stop there; for, remarkable as It may by every one; yet nature has made it a law that every one is in need, menseem, there was a time when the tally and physically, of relaxation in the open air. And in these times of
music from which ours has been dollar-chasinmany of the most vital necessities of a normal human life
evolved was inferior to some of that are being neglected.
which floats to our ears from the
la it not true that the higher agencies which have been especially
woods of spring. This is not to say
mere ly that the songs of certain of effective in the refinement of human nature have their life and influence
the birds involve more intervals and from rural surroundings? In my experience 4 have found that impresgreater variety, but that they a"e of a sions which a man receives who walks by the brookside or in the forest
higher order Judged by our own mod- or by the seashore make him a better man and a better citizen. They lift
ern standards.
him above the worries of business mid 'each him of a power greater than
human
power.
The Automobile and Better Roads.
Automobiling has given the good
It is unquestionably true that nearness to nature has an elevating
roads movement a great impetus. It Influence upon heart and character. Nature is a school of all the hardiei
has brought Into it men from the virtues. What, for instance, can impart a more effective lesson in patience
cities who Were never far from n
paved street until they bepan to travel than a day's fishing for the whimsical black bass?
As I have said on a previous occasion, the real worth and genuinearound In their auios. Tliey are now
the backbone of the muvement. The ness of the human heart are measured best by its readiness to submit tn
farmers have learned a lot on the sub- the influences of nature, and to appreciate the goodness of the Supremo
ject and they are Joining hands with Power who is its Creator. THIS IS TITE CENTRAL POINT OF MY
the men vho once had their most corLIFE.
dial enmity. They are not only with PHILOSOPHY OF
consciepi.ous folk who adhert
We need more of those
them on the road question, but they
are even recognizing the fact that the to the simple way of living and who believe that cery fortune should bt
automobile Is a very useful vehicle. earned honestly and fairly by the man who gets it.
With good roads connecting the markets and the farms there Is no reason
why automobile transportation for the
The realm of the soul
produce of the land may not soon folis king.
Thought
Ovei
low, says Pittsburg deader. Autothis
invisible
empire the
trucks are in use in all large cities
i t s
intellect stretches
for heavy hauling and if farmers have
Of
roads with bottoms to them they will
sceptre and is absolute
Boon begin to take advantage of that
monarch. The behest of
very efficient means of transportation.
reason and the edicts
By
thereof
DR.
go out into the
NEWELL
H1LLIS.
DWIGHT
In the 19 years since the Interstate
uttermost ends of the
commerce commission began the colsoul's life. Hut so mar
lection of facts about accidents, nearly .6,000 passengers, over 48,000 em- velous is the influence of thought upon man's character and career i;hat
ployes and nearly 90,000 other persons many other images must be invoked for setting forth the scope of the
have been killed on American rail- intellect. The reason is a loom
that weaves all these rich silken textures
ways, and nearly 1,000,000 more have
The reason is a husbandman that
been crippled or maimed, scalded or named epics, poems and arguments.
crushed, disfigured or Invalided; and soweth all the years with the shocks and sheaves of ambition and achievewe still make no piotest. For a coun- ment. The reason is a river that digs its own channel and floats all the
try that Las pride in itself and its argosies of hope. The intellect is a sculptor that carves the character into
"progress" this seems to me a humili- beauty and symmetry;
reason is an architect that builds the temple where
ating situation, observes Carl Snyder
love
and
and
have their home and abiding place. From time
faith
hope
huEverybody's;.
more
Hut
in
the still
miliating fact is that conditions grow to time the ideals are held out by God to allure man upward their own
worse year by year. In 1905 It was glorious heights, but in that vision hour it is Reason that takes her staff
twice as dangerous to travel on a rail- in hand and goes toiling up the hills of difficulty to the sunlit heights and
way train or to work for a railway
the temple where perfect beauty and perfect faith have their haunts and
company in the United States as it
their home. Wonderful the achievements of the intellect ! There is nothwas in 1895.
ing that reason has not done ;there is little that reason cannot do.
A short time ago there was organIn hours of storm blessed is the man who knows the way to a door
ized in Nebraska a society composed
But there is no
of women who pledged themselves not opening upon a winter's fire and a warm, lovelit room.
to marry men who were without whis- castle that shelters fleeing soldiers, no city of refuge for fugitives, no mankers. Now another society composed sion whose doors of friendship stand open by day and night that can do
of Nebraska girls has adopted resolutions In which the members pledge for the body what the intellect can do for the soul. When John Ruskin
themselves not to receive Sunday even- was old and broken in health and criticised by a multitude who misundering visits from men who are unshaved. stood him he took refuge in his thoughts. He tells us that his chief hours
It locks as if the men of Nebraska
were going to be caught either coming of happiness were in the night. When all others slept he recalled the 40
or going.
chapters of the Bible that his mother taught him before he was seven
years of age. Brooding on these great truths of God's love and law, hapA woman In a typewriting contest
; then those demons named
Fear and Worrv
In Paris recently won a victory over piness stole into his heart
more than 150 competitors by writ- fled away, just as bats and things of the night flee into the caves and holes
ing 16,500 words In four hours. A of the ground when the sun stands upon the horizon. Gentle thoughts
man wrote 17,000 words, but he made
so many mistakes that he was ruled healed his heart wounds: the memory of past goodness and former bless'out.' An American woman has sur- ings shed a gentl' radiance upon his dark spirit. The child has a vers
passed the Frenchwoman's record, slender past, so God gives the boy the future in which he can enterprise
for i'i the ordinary course of business
The old man also has a
,Bhe once wrote 10,500 words In two and range over all the continent of
'and a half hours, and made three narrov futuni, and through thought God gives him to enterprise over the
copies as she went along.
wide continMt of the pasf while lit; lives in his golden yesterdays. 0
l
treasure vouchsafed to troubled men!
assert
Connecticut
that the peach crop in that vicinity
has been ruined, owing to the unusually severe winter, and figure out
The military idea,
a lows of $1,000,000 as a result. Rewhich among the earliest
turn!! from Jersey and Delaware are
civilized nations caused
lacking, but no doubt a tale of woe
will come from that direction. Those
war gods and warriors to
who predicted a warm and open winbe so absorbingly worter are not likely to be In high favor
shiped that female chilwith peach raisers Just now.
dren, because of the unIf people do not suddenly become I JB
lit DeM of the sex for war
i'i . EMIL G. HIRSCH.
truly good in Montana It will be the
services,
were destroyed
llB
A
bill
has
fault of the legislature.
at their birth, is in the
been passed by that body, says Baltl
more American, forbidding gamtalvsis the reason why man hag not granted, and still refuses tn
bling In any shape and form, and
L
to woman the right to vote on matters of public policy.
holding responsible for the violation
J But is the military
state the ideal state or eovernment ? Moat eor.
In
sight.
everybody
of this law
is not. Ask women
tainly
it
thinking und sympathetic and
d
The niurehioueu of Keadfort, who
women
what
thev
They
of
war's
think
horrors.
shrink
instinctively.
Gaiety
of
the
Uoote
wiia Miss Hosle
theater, Is following In the footsteps No pongret or parliament of modern emlighlcned women ever would
of the late eountess of Clancarty, tha vote to engage in war- - of OOOqUOlt, thougji they would ever be willing to
famous Ilelle Iillfpii of the variety lay down their lives in defense of their hmes and loved ones.
halls, who became one of the most popOnly by giving the ballot to woman (can the voice of the people tVM
ular Irish hostesses.
be made the oice of God.
Woman slaijids for purity. Man stands for
as
much
so
has been Able to make him stand for.
woman
purity
just
to
be
peace
seems
of
The dove
Woman certainly is entitled to a share in the uplifting and purifying
from a great many countries
at the present time- - among them be- proaptscs that are now attracting the intention of the best and ooblast o'
ing Uoumanla, Morocco, Persia and thcAhunian race, ami which will be the special problems that this gu.
Central America. It 1 never at home
erot:on will have to solve.

happiness a
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Ancient Chimes That Have Delighted
the Dutch for Centuries.

well-know-

means general the church bells were
the timekeepers for the burghers. The
heavier bell struck the hours and the
lighter bell the half hours. If these
were chimes they played it tune at
noon and another at midnight, while
before the stroke of the hour or division of the hour a part of the tune
would be played.
The inscriptions on the bells are
generally In rhyme and made to read
as if the bell Itself Is telling Its name
and the history of its making. Holland still possesses many of these
ancient bcVts, notably in the province
of Frieslaml. The earliest authenticated bell Is that of Krommenle, cast
In 1396 by Rodolphus de Montlgny.
Most bells now in existence were,
however, cast in the fifteenth, six-

or seventeenth centuries.
reformation brought a change
naming of bells. The Catholic
were forsaken, and only nibll
worldly names were allowed,
while the Inscription also breathed
other views, as can be seen by comparing the bells cast in the seventeenth century with those of earlier
date. Those on the older bells have
a purely religious significance, while
the later ones refer to worldly subjects, as, for instance, the famous bell
at Ham, which rec.iunts In ita inscription how It burst In 1666 "because It had too loudly pealed out Its
Joy at the victory of the Dutch fleet
over the Kngllsh."
teenth
The
In the
saints
cal or

Beautiful Eastern Things.
The Chinese know a lot. They know
how to make the tea. and, above all.
how to keep It hot without resorting
to setting the pot on the stove and
poisoning the drinker with tanin. And
they have given the occidentals the
tea cosey, that hoodlike cover the Kngllsh particularly affect, and padded
baskets into which the steaming teapot, is dropped while undergoing removal from fire to table. Some of the
baskets for holding precious teacups
are like boxes intended for jewels,
and should the American with a perversity peculiar to her so desire, these
lovely woven willow antiques with
brocaded linings might serve to hold
her fancy work and the
piece of summer embroidery. Both
ever-prese-

Chinese and Japanese understand the
art of enhancing the rarety of porcelain by placing it In a "padded cell,"
as It were. Hence the beauty of these
baskets.
Thought Little of Lawyer.
"Many years ag," says Representative Heflln of Alabama, "a son of
Brio had the misfortune to be charged
Helng without
with stealing pork.
counsel the court appointed a young
sprig of the law to represent him. It
was a poor effort made to defend the
prisoner, and the members of the jury
without leaving their seats returned
a verdict of guilty.
"The court asked the prisoner If he
had anything to Bay why sentence
His reply
should not be pronounced.
was:
" 'Your honor, It la hard for a man
to go to prison wlthou a fair trial.'
" 'You have had a fair trial,' said
the judge. 'The court appointed counsel to defend you.'
"The Irishman cast a glance at the
young lawyer and muttered: 'Sure,
an' if I'd bad two such this jury
would have hung me for murder.' "
Brown Knew Those Cigars.
Mrs. Drown awoke her husband ii.
the dead of night with the startling In
formation that she had just heard a
burglar In the room below. "Now,"

she exclaimed, excitedly, "he's lighting one of those cigars I gave you for
your birthday. I beard him pick up
the box and put it down again." Then
John sat up and listened. "l)y Jove,
Mary, you're right!" he answered. "He
la!
He's actually smoking one of
those er er those cigars." Then he
nestled once more comfortably beneath
the blankets. "Go to sleep again.
Mary," ho said, complacently.
"We'll
find the poor wretch In the morning
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a rather cool She had been slightl wearied by outbreeze was blowing in from the lake play, and let her brown head rest
I could see a
and everv one else seemed to have against my shoulder.
gone to their rooms, so I threw my little wlstrul curve about her mouth
cigar stump over the piazza rail and that hurt me It had not been there
arose lazily. As I did so, there waB of old.
a light footstep In the hall and a
"Don't you wish. Ned " she said
slender, girlish form in evening dress softly, and then suddenly checked herslipped out. It was Nan, but she did self.
not observe me. She went Id'.y over
There were many thing that I was
There
to the rail and stood leaning upon It, wishing, but 1 said nothing.
was an ache In my throat that would:
gazing out across the lake.
"Oh.
difficult.
Presently the glow of the cigar have made speech
stump upon the ground caught her blind fool!" my heart wbb crying, and
eye. and she turned In my direction. I realized that It would go on and on
"It Is I. girl," I said, and joined her. through many weary years.
Suddenly she turned, so as to look
She rested one hand upon my shoulder and Jumped up on the rail. It was Into my face.
"Ned," she said slowly; "how long
so much like the Nan of old to do that
have we known each other?"
that I sighed involuntarily.
"Six years, about since you were
"What's the matter with you of late,
"You are as 12. You know as well 'as I," I anNed?" she demanded.
swered.
solemn as n church."
"And we have been good comrades
"You didn't seem especially cheerpals Ned," she continued, letting
ful yourself, when you came mooning
her brown eyes wander to a distant
out here just now," 1 retorted.
"It was on account of my arms," point. "Tell me, then. Ned, what does
Nan nsserted, indignantly. "Just look 'the gang' Hill, and Carter and Raymond, and all the rest of them think
at them.
I had been looking anywny, but I of me?"
"They are sore. Nan," I told her,
obediently lifted one of the strong little hands and gave it and the pretty trying to put into the Boftest terms
bare arm a close scrutiny. To the the rage and Borrow of 'the gang' that
elbows they were a bright golden tan, 'the Girl' should do this thing. "Raythe tan ending there Bharply like the mond has gone off to the Rockies to
top of a long glove.
shoot bear. Tom Mason Is talking of
"I don't see anything wrong with going to work, Dill is like a funeral
It," I said severely.
"I believe that on Monday."
"Ned, did you ever hear any of
you just wanted to make sure I nothem Bay that, that I was pretty?" she
ticed them."
"You!" Nan said scornfully, but she asked, while a pink flood showed
let the hand stay In mine. The moon- through the golden tan upon the slenj
light flashed on the facets of a soli- der throat.
"Say it? Of course not!" I exploded,
taire, and I bit back an oath.
"Ned," she suddenly whispered, lean- "Do you mean to tell me," I demanded,
ing toward me with an excited sparkle "that you didn't know that we gave,
In her eyes; "when was the last time that chap Forrea a thousand dollars
to come from Paris to paint that wawe were In a canoe together?"
"You know very well when It was," ter color of you, and that each one of
I answered gnimly.
"It was the day us has a miniature copy that cost a
you told me that you had gone and hundred dollars?"
I snapped open my watch case, to
gotten engaged to that precious count
show her her own laughing face and
of yours."
curls.
"He is precious!" Nan asserted, but
"Silly boys!" she said, and the pink
I knew Nan too well to mistake the
prompting of pride for that of emo- in her cheeks deepened to crimson.
"Why are they sore, Ned?
Are
tion.
"I am going to have my way," Nan you?" she asked.
I looked searchingly into her brown
said serenely. "And I am also going to
do something very shocking.
In the eyes, but found only the frankness I
morning, at Ave o'clock, you have the knew so well.
canoe ready and have plenty of lunch."
"We that Is, they, had always
thought It would be some one of the
"And then?" I queried.
"Then we will go off for a pic nic
old crowd, Girl," I told her.
just we two for all day.
A sad little smile flickered about
"Oh, 1 say, girl," I protested feebly. her mouth.
"That won't do. you know; there'd be
"I was a good pal, wasn't
Ned?"
all kinds of talk. I expect de Alta she said.
would consider your reputation as ab"The finest in all the world!" I ansolutely lost, and the Lord only knows swered truthfully.
i
your
what
mother would say."
"And they thought me pretty," she,
"Oh, of course, If you don't want continued slowly; "but not one of
to," Nan said and tried to withdraw them I am 19, Ned, and no one ever
her hand.
or even wanted to kiss me!"
"Girl, you know that I would think
She buried her face in her hands
It the finest day In the world that I and sobbed. The little figure seemed
was only thinking of you," I said, and pathetically slight and lonely.
the next moment I was conscious that
"I was a good comrade, Ned." sha
my arm was around her. It was the continued softly; "but I was a girl,
nothing like after all. I I wanted some one to
first time somehow
that had ever occurred to me in the care. Ned."
old, sunshiny days.
My heart leaped, and tumultuous
"You are a dear!" she whispered. speech crowded upon my tongue, but
There was a little pressure of my arm, with an effort I held myself in check,
and then she slipped to the floor and and gently lifted the brown head so
fled noiselessly into the house.
that I might look Into her eyes.
Presently I went to my room and
"Nan," I said, "you had the whole
my
changed
dinner things for flannels crowd to choose from you know you
and tenuis shoes. It would not have did, and yet you went and let them
been worth while to attempt to go to engage you to that miserable little
Bleep, so I went down to the boathouse monkey of a count!"
and sat upon the little pier, Bmoklng
"He asked me, anyway; none of the
and brooding gloomily until the east- others ever did!" Nan said defiantly.
ern sky grew rosy with the rising
"They
I stammered stusun.
pidly, but she interrupted sharply.
I had just gotten the canoe out
"They did not never, not one of
when Nan appeared, breathless with them.
How could I know?
Did
carrying a heavy hamper, but whh you?"
sparkling eyes.
For a moment I was dazed, as one
"I knew you would forget to bring is by a Budden glare of light Then
any lunch," she said accusingly, "so my arms were around her.
I brought it myself. No one Is up yet,
"Nan Girl," I whispered, and bent,
and I slipped down to the kitchen and toward the red, trembling lips that did
took everything I could find."
not seek to avoid me.
I held the canoe steady and she
A moment later she had wrenched
stepped lightly in, dropped to her herself free and sprang to her feet.
knees and took up a paddle.
"Oh, Ned, please let us go!" she
"Come on, we want to get out of cried, and hurried to the canoe.
sight before anyone sees us," she
Silently we took our places. It was
cried, with delighted excitement.
dark, and far away to the north lights
"All right we're off," I answered were gleaming.
and our paddlos dipped simultane"Glrl,"I whispered, and she turned
ously.
her head wearily. Suddenly we heard
As I kept time to the quick, even the throbbing of a motor boat away to
stroke Nan set I watched the little the south.
tendrils of brown hair that blew back
"They have missed the canoe and
over the small ears and that curled are out in the launch looking for us,"
on the slender neck left bare by the
"They could never find usj
said.
Presently my eyes among the Islands. Oh, Girl, sweet-sailor's blouse.
strayed to the slim, Btrong little hand heart it isn't too late and I love
that grasped the paddle just above the you," I plead.
blade, and my heart gave a queer
She did not answer, but I saw a
Jump when I saw It was bare of rings.
iiiu. brown hand steal to the pocket
Then with a sweep of her paddle of her blouse and something made a
Nan headed the craft for a shaded sparkling curve In the air. I
leaned
shore, and a moment later we had forward to press the little hand
that
touched the bank. Catching an over- for a moment was stretched back tohanging branch, she sprang lightly ward me and then withdrawn. Withashore.
out a word she picked up her paddle,
"Safe! The bloodhounds have fatt- and with a deft turn of the blade set
en through the ice!" she cried tn mock the prow of the canoe toward
the distragedy, and we laughed Joyously to- tant lights of Colton.

It was getting late,

wind-blow-

n

T

they"

1

1

gether.

"I am famished." Nan declared the
next Instant, as I climbed out of the
canoe. "You are so 'slow do hurry.
The alcohol coffee pot Is in the hamper, i.ei's have breakfast.
It was just living over again one
of the old, careless, golden
days.
Somewhere In the world people were
hurrying to and fro, striving, falling,
attaining, but It all seemed very far
away.
I sat down with my back again
tree, und Nan came anu sat beside

See Plan of Carnegie.
Educational papers credit the report
that Andrew Carnegie and his colossal fortune are behind the announced
incorporation of the Andrew Carnegie
university, at Chicago, which Is to be
the site of the new Institution. Thej
articles state the object to be to es-- j
tablisb. a university for the teaching of;
me liclne, dentistry, pharmacy, science
tud arts, law, theology and ail kindred
'o. niches of learning, and that it shatf
inot ie conducted for profit.

River
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Prospector 'HOW TO ADVERTISE
NEW MEXICO

Are All Criminals Insane?
If the niurdrrrr may rscapr. legal
punishment for Ml OfftM because, the
emotional exploBlnn which tirouglit
about the homicide Is adjudged to be
a temporary insanity, where is the
line between
n Irresponsible condition and mere hate? asks Collier's
Weekly.
How many emotional Italians, poorly nourished, badly bred, In
heritors of none knows what taint, are
yearly convicted of varying degrees of
homicide, and swiftly punished, who.
had they the money to employ able
experts and counsel, might prove thai
I he state of
mind in which they
into (he other men, was com
parable to a neurotic cyclone, in
which their poor physical members
whirled In a state of complete mora

EFFECTIVE METHODS THAT WILL
BRING RESULTS.

SHOULD

TELL

THE

PRICES

Generalities Are Meaningless
r
Public Why the

to the
Man

Mall-Orde-

Wins

Try the Plan.

If you. Mr. Merchant, would compete
with the
houses there are
three main essentials to success Ae
goods the prices advertising.
The last of these Is quite us essential as either of the others.
In the great majority of cases the
local merchant has the goods, and he
makes the prices, but In rery many
cases he either falls to do the advertising, or what he does do Is not effective in the same way that the mailorder man's advertising Is effective.
The writing of effective advertising
Is not an art. It Is not a business that
ars of study to learn. A
anesthesia ' In a hundred years will requires
our whole crude legal machinery foi few hours of study and comparison
drawing hard lines about responslblll will gh-- you every essential detail
you will need.
ty seem as barbarous as the ancienl that
It Is comparatively safe to say that
tests for witchcraft? Plainly, in th 75 per cent, of the advertising carried
relation of punishment to crime, w by local merchants In the local papers
yet children groping in th
are
is worded In generalities only. Such
dark. It may be noted in this connec advertisements as the following are
Hon that a bill has been Introduced In found in every paper:
a state legislature to provide that murCO TO
derers who hnve no money and wish
to enter the plea of Insanity may emFOR
ploy a suitable medical expert at tb.6
expense of the state.
mail-orde-

r

jabbe-Btlletto- s

e

.

B L A N K'S
Hardware, Stoves and
Tinware

What Makes Spring Early r Late.
EST GOODS
LOWEST PRICES
I'ntil recently It was taken fot
r
The
granted that the heat given out by the.
man's advertising In
nun was always the same in amount, different. It is specific, and while the
not differing one day from another, glfwlng descriptions given are often
or one year from another. Hut It ha!
been finally ascertained, through
long series of experiments, that the
amount of heat given out by the sun
Is constantly varying, and that at
times It is not less than
greater than at other times, a difference amply sufficient to account fot
exceptionaly cool summers or warm
winters on the earth. Indeed, says
Rene Uache, in the Reader Magazine,
there can no longer be any doubl
hat. we owe our weather, to a giat extent, to the solar luminary; and our
government Is at present engaged In
a painstaking study of the subject in
the observatory on Mount Whitney,
Cal., the expectation being that, when,
it has come to be more fully understood, science will be able, by observation of the sun's activity, to make
forecasts of meterological conditions
for at least six months in advance.
mall-orde-

should quote In his advertisement
should show the public that he Is
giving bargains; they should be prices
that would com.iare favorably with the
prices of the
catalogues,
and he should Impress It upon the
public that he not only shows them
what they are buying before they pay
for It, but that the purchaser has no
freight to pay. and does not have to
wait an interminable time for the
goods he buys, as when ordering of
the mall ordt r houses.
It Is specific advertising that draws.
The advertiser who describes in detail the goods he has to sell, and
quotes the price he asks for It will
attract the favorable attention of the
public far more often than the one
who deals only In generalities. It Is
this kind of advertising that pftys. It
Is this kind or advertising that Is attracting the dollars from the smaller
cities and towns and farms to the mailorder houses of the city. It Is this
kind of advertising that drew
Into the coffers of the Chicago
mail order houses alone last year, and
It Is this kind of advertising on the
part of the local merchants that the
bouses fear more fian any
other one thing.
Hut, Mr. Merchant, whether your
line be hardware, dry goods, groceries,
clothing or other commodities, It is
well to go further than your newspaper advertising, though this is the
foundation of success. (Jo to the local
printer and have him make you little
catalogues of your own. They do not
need to be iarge affairs, but small
folders of (our, eight or IB pages. Put
into these folders the descriptions and
prices of the goods you are carrying,
or leaders In the line. He sure that
the prices quoted are right, then put
one of these Into the hands of every
keep
customer;
them
circulating
throughout the community, and make
a practice of getting out a new one
every few weeks.
You, Mr. Merchant, can make adver- mall-orde-

mail-orde-

r
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In the simultaneous discharge ol
guns of the
eight of the ten
Dreadnought, a shock was given the
vessel of 400,000 tons, more than
double that of any broadside ever before fired. The vessel of 18,500 tons
skidded sideways several yards, listing many degrees.
The guns are 53
feet long, and each shell of 850
pOU&dl Is discharged by 265 pounds
By the aid of the editor the home merchant can ride the
of cordite, with a muzzle velocity of magnate out of the home community on the rail of publicity.
The moral
2.000 miles an hour.
It is calculated Is advertise; advertise systematically and persistently.
Tetl the public
what you have to offer, and tell it so they will understand.
that If the eight guns could be combined In or.e and fired at the height
of tko sfmosphere, the shell would misleading a thing which Blank's ad- Using pay larger returns than the
man secures; you Cftn make
travel around the earth forever as a vertising should never be they attract the attention of the reader and it the mainstay of your business, and
miniature satellite.
possible purchaser because they tell you can make it the means of killing
competition in your
Many of the unwedded ones in Fori about some one thing that he may pos the mailorder
community.
And when you do this
Dodge, la., seem to take in deadly sibly want.
The mail order man makes a run do not begrudge the publisher the
earnest the municipal ordinance Imprice be usks you for adeposing lines on those who remain on a few things which he is willing to reasonable
space in his columns
lie will
although it. is extremely Mil at a close margin of profit in or- quate
single,
give you better value than any other
line
general
his
to
in
attract
trade
der
of
constitutionality
the
doubtful ,lf
Commodity you can buy.
such a regulation would be upheld on which heavy profits are made.
in
WRIGHT A. PATTERSON.
hardware
should
Hlank
advertise
men
any
rate,
and
by the courts. At
women are getting married by whole much the same manner the mall order
and he has
sale. In two days a local magistrate man advertises hardware,
NO THORNS IN HER PATH.
the peomarried no less than H3 couples this advantage he can invite his
community
to
visit
store
ple
of the
whose ftTO W6d object was to escape
so Josephine Daskam Writes In Tribute
the fines to which they would hav; and see the goods for themselves
of the Golden Rule.
they are buy,.ey
what
just
will
know
pd
the
of
terms
under
the
subject
been
ing.
"I believe myself to be notably forordinance.
If, instead of expressing meaning tunate in my relations with my dospace,
a
In
generalities
less
Many towns of France have a
During a period of
mestic employes.
beautiful custom of crowning with e Hlank had used a little more space- eight years, in which I have employed
an
advertisedisplayed
properly
household labor 'n four widely differwreath of roses the young woman and
have never once been adwho has distinguished herself during ment something like the following he ent place).
atto have
dressed with intentional disrespect by
the past year for her kindness to hei would have been sure store,
and in any person in my employ," says Josefamily, her virtue, and her assidultj tracted attention to his
would have been sur- phine Daskam Bacon In the American
in her work. The contest for th all probability
at the drawing puwer of his ad- Magazine.
honor is bound to be keen In St prised
Cloud, a suburb of Paris, this year vertising:
"I have never been left a day withfor a generous citizen has (willed a WASHDAY BARGAIN SALE out my regular staff of employes,
which has varied from one to five
sum sufficient to provide an Income
(that is to say, that I have never
of $120, to be given each year to the
been left suddenly or without suffwinner of the rose wreath.
mall-orde-

mail-orde-

r

r
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EVERYTHING

NEEDED

FOR

WASHDAY

James Ford Rhodes, whose history
PRICES
AT BARGAIN
of the civil war has added so much
During Thursday, Friday and
to the authentic annals of the United
Saturday of this week
States, was until a few years ago an C y
year Euarat.tard best quality
for a
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Bteel
manufacturand
Uotlii--- . VVriaser,
extensive iron
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Solid
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board.
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time in Washington, abandoned an m
for genuine "No Sag" Curtain Stretchers.
if Coolei btaca .uii will ubt tag.
eminently successful business career
IPC eitra
heavy copper rim and bottom
to devote himself wholly to the prep- rkKry4--wash bullets.
aration of his history.
for
$
dozen of the first quality Clothes
1
4C fins
Two Frenchmen, a senator and an
for su fcot white Cotton Braided Clothes
editor, have fought a duel with IUr Line.
-

swords, in which both were wounded. HOC for llar,'wood folding lothes Bar of
cepuonal sua foi the aiuuay.
This sort of thing will be apt to bring
for full ailed sery best quality Waab
Into disfavor a form of amusement
Boards.
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for medium siied galvanizes! iron Wash
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Iieavy galvanized iran water or
AC fo
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aci ub pall.
was killed ill Lisbon by a a
'or n"i quality iber Water ?ail of
tcplioual uicrit.
royal automobile.
These are some
quality of ironing boards
to
denied
the inhab 7fzC 'or a"willlceUnt
if the pleasures
not warp.
that
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ItantB of a republic, although some
' lothas
'or an astra laige hfavy .rillc
ni our captains of Industry do their R4V
best to make the . want felt but
The prices given here are of course
mere action, but the piles, iiloak

A child

By GEORGE

Uncontrollable

shook

notice lo supply the vacancy).
"I have never had a satisfactory
worker leave me except for what I
considered a good reason In the majority of cases an advantageous maricient

t

riage I.
"I hare never lus an unsatisfactory
I
one except by my own dismissal.
have uever to my knowledge, or even
suspicion, suffered the loss ot a penny's worth by theft, and my record
for breakage Is such that it produces
utter Incredulity.
"In three cases out of four I have
had services willingly and frequently
offered me aloug lines where It waa
not expected or requested. I have
bad extra money offered by me to offset extra work occasioned by sickneBS
refused on the grouud that at such
times all the household expected to
share the trouble.
"And as a climax I am able to state
that once, at least, on my offering a
raise la wages to express my appreciation of competent and devoted serv-lg sugI waut met
'th the
gestion that as my expenses were
heavy at the lime aud likely to U
crease I had better not couslder iU "

ij""M

$22 c. O.D.

P. Frank Doremus,
veteran, of
Roosevelt avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.,
I
says:
had been
showing symptoms of
kidney trouble from
the time I was musRSBa oSBe tered out of the army,
but In all my life I
never suffered as In

BflE" T.

sobs

Denver Directory

EXPERIENCE.

How a Veteran Was Saved the Amputation of a Limb.

.lohl

lllnnerson's frame as he gazed at the
yet girlish face of the one who hnc
been wife, counselor, and COM fade H

him for five short years.
The dying woman sllried resllessl.l
on the beif, then opened her eyes
8eelng his plight, they
filled Mil.
such compassion ns a mother bettOWl
on her child In pain.
"Don't cry
Dave," she urged. "Stupid.
I'm no
worth It. Ililng Bd. I don't thinl
I'll last long."
Death was beyond Ihe comprehen
slon of Kd, and he little iinuYrstont.
the farewell words or kiss. He no
tlced more particularly the grin
which shook the stalwart frame ol
his father.
Farewell words Ipokttl
to the chlltl the woman summoned al
the powers of her mind for a last
talk with her weeping husband.
Sht
asked him to look well after Kd. anr
then urged him to beware of gam
bllng. drinking, and evil companions
She argued and Implored with hln
to remain steadfast to the leading ol
a Clean and manly life, lie hung ot
her words, occasionally mutely nod
ding assent to the logic of her conn
sel. She had the clearer brain. Hit
stronger will, the ability to prolec
her husband from himself. He hat
HOI realized
the fnct. but. thought hit
reformation was due to himself.
"1
"Don't leave me," he Cried.
ran t exist Wlthoul you.
ove every
thitig to you."
The face of the little woman lit
with pleasure at his acknowledgment
She strove to articulate a last bless
ing on the standing pair, but tel
back.
Although, until his wife's death
Btnnerion had fayed to uftderstant
the value of his wife as a protecto
from himself, his
friend:
well had appreciated why he had be
come a reformed cha racier.
Tbet
flocked back to Illnnerson, nnd withii
a few weeks had him. Soon he bcgai
to drink heavily and foolishly, trylm
to forget his sorrow in the excltemeiv
of gambling and scenes of dissipn
tion. The memory of the dealh seem
gradually became dim. and In thret
months' time he showed every evi
dence of shortly becoming a worth
less man.
thai
Then an Incident happened
changed the current of 111
life'l
events a thing so slight. Impalpable
and shadowy that for the life or hln
ninnerson could never afterwards sal
lsfactorily explain how ii really hap
pened.
He hurried to It Is place o
business one afternoon, and ran u
the lllght of steps, at the top of whicl
was his private office. He was abou
quickly
to enter his room
wher
something made him give pause. Con
trolled by an Indefinable Impulse, hi
opened the door softly. In bis chali
sat Bd, but he was not merely etttlni
there waiting. About Ibis little flgur
there hung a look of dejection, 01
He hail his head ot
woe. and sorrow.
his hands, and apparently was think
ing deeply.
brain Of Bin
Into the
nerson came sudden remorse fttr hit
conduct. "Poor little beggar." he re
fleeted, "in bis childish way he's try
ing to think out. things. He's wonder
ing why he's not so happy as he wa--lew months ago. Maybe he's llgue
A bar.'
Ing oul what he'll become.
life this is with the best of training
What chance will be have Willi mil
for a father and guardian? Suppose
he copies my example'.' He's her bo.i
as well as mine."
Perhaps for three minutes Dinner
son bad hold of the knob of tho floor
Suddenly he let no of it, but befoiu
doing so a heroic
resolution bail
taken possession of him. Ills mine
made up. he strode heavily across tlu
lloor and greeted Ihe boy with roe re
mark: "Hello, Kd; how'd you man
age to come down all by yourself?"
The boy started from his reverie
and explained how his nurse hail
brought him nnd would be back in
half an hour. His Question, however,
bowed what he had been thinking
"Won't you stay home toabout.
night, papa'.' It's so lonely without
you. now mamma's gone.''
Then the telephone bell rang
Three times ltinnerson said "No" tC
something, and then he grew angry
"You and the whole bunch' can gr.
for all I care," he sbouled into the
mouth pleoe of the 'phone. "I'm (sing
to look after my youngster, home
and business better in the future."
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SADOLES

STOCK

run down from 180 to 125 pounds. I
Aak your dealer for them. Take no other.
was having terrible pain in the kidneys, and the secretions pasRctl almost BROWN PALACE HOTEL :
Kuropenit I'lan.
and Toward.
Involuntarily. My left leg swelled unWOOD TBOUT M.IKN Auk your dealer.
til It was .14 inches around, and the BAT
4un. Athletir S pidle. Turkic Hi Whitney
Ohib
doctor tapped It night and morning 'in, rt In ic (ittniUi ii na 17th st..Opp.lenTer
until I could no longer stand it, and QIIUUFR CPUnni
on of Th
mill
then ho advised amputation. I re- r.'rySrlmnl. Dem r HohIim'purer Nnrmit) 1K41
Olwnnrtn
rl1tr.
fused, and began using Doan's Kidney
Pills.
CUSHMAN GASOLINt ENGINE
Tho swelling subsided gradu:
ally, the urine became natural, and all ooj. Particular,, from H. Tiioiiimk!. UM ArapalioeSI.
my pains and aches disappeared. I IHE DENVER
PAINT AND VARnIsTcO.
have been well now for nine years
lie Anne Vunl1ly UM. )5JI Hliik fit, Denver.
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since using Doan's Kidney Pills.
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a
box. rjster-MilburCo., Huffalo, N. Y.
n

Swiss Women Demand Suffrage.
Women of all classes In Genera
have formed an association to secure
for themselves the suffrage In every
department of public life, and espe-- I
dally the right to vote In parllamen-tary elections. The vice president and
the secretary of the association are
members of the chamber of deputies,
and several university professors have
accepted minor offices. Many public
men are giving their support to the
movement.
London Tribune.
I
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and put them in boxes to sell to tourists as a Brazilian curiosity.
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darneld Ten. which Is guaranteed tinder
the Pure Pood and Drugs Act, i the best
remedy
for constipation, sitjkheadache.
It purities the blood anil
ami indigestion.
clcaui-ethe system.
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Our distinctions do not lie in the
places which we occupy, but in the
grace and dignity with which we fill
them. Kmcrson.
For

mrnh in

TV
of
known make
TflyP ifKKPAIItS
Move, furnace "t rnna-fleo. A.
I'ullen, 13:tl Lawrence. Denver, t'ltone "25.

ALFALFA SEED

Peculiar Brazilian Ant.
In Brfttll there Is a large ant which
Is regarded by the natives as good to
eat. when roasted a delicacy
as
choice, indeed, as snails are rated by
the French. Sometimes they dress
the tiny creatures up like little dolls,

,
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THE COLORADO

Cne of the things you can't buy on
credit is experience.

TENT AND AWNING CO.
BLANKETS.

COMFORTS

ILL FROM OVERWORK

l.niKi'st rnmn fOOdi house In the WMta
Wi ite for lllustratt-rata log.
HOH'I'
OUTfRAtU Prrst.
1640 Lawrence Ht.
Denver, Colo.

NERVOUS PROSTRATION

BOOK OF FIFTY

BY DR. WILLIAMS'

CURED

"OLD FAVORITE SONGS"

PINK PILLS.

By Toning up the Blood and Nerves

Vo
s and mtinlo sent PRBfl on re
elpt of your name and address with
name of one or more persona thinking-obuy tnS Jl Piano, OrffftH or Talking

Pa-

i

tient Recovered Weight, Strength
end Good Spirits.
When the nervous system is broken
down from overwork, or whatever cause,
life loses its joys. Not only is the ner-

drink-sodde-

Mm liine.

THE
B1S-S- 3J

vous victim a sufferer himself but lie is
usually a trial to the whole family.
Nervous breakdown is often gradual,
appearing at first to be merely au unusual fret fulness. Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills tone up the nerves in the most
direct way and not only cure minor
troubles but serious disorders as well.
Mr. AV. W. Munroe, of 111 Hazel Park,
Everett, Muss., says: "About tour years
ago this September I became all run
down from overwork aud lrom counue-- I
ment to work during warm Weather.
For two months 1 grew steadily worse,
I lost in weight aud strength auil had no
appetite. My memory failed me quito
rapitlly nud I became iu a very low
state, both physically and mentally. I
took no iuteiv.-.- iu life, neither iu business nor recreation. In my position, as
foreman iu a largo manufacturing
chemist's establishment iu Boston, a
!jood memory is absolutely esseutial to
Buccess because of the immense amonut
in the head.
of detail tliat must
"I grew ve ry tlespairiuR, coultl not
bear to have people meet uio ami my
frieuds remarked on my ronditiou.
About the middle of December a f rieutl
told me oue dav that be had tried Dr.
Williams' Pink' Pills and found them
reliable. I commenced takiug them aud
at tho end of two weeks the change for
the better was remarked by frieuds. I
continued usiug tho pills until I was
thoroughly recovered. 1 regard them as
u flue remrxly and make this statement
voluntarily iu gratitude for the beuettt
I received" from them."
These pills actually make new blood
and liavo cured such tliseases as rheumatism, nervous aud geueral debility,
indigestion, uervout; headache, neuralgia
and even partial jtaralysis and locomotor
Origin of Some Fads
As a tome for the niooii unti
Most fails have an odd origin. Tlibi ntaxia.
"
tlmv km
IU for weal
Is true of the present t
u
fmm nnv iliuir.
is
ing a narrow band of black velvet jer of tho blooil aud nerves write for
about the throat, either tied in a lit proof of what Dr. Williams' Pink
lie bow in the back or crossed and Pills have accomplished in cases similar
fastened with a brooch in front, hate to yours, fcvery testimonial uaetl t
this company is carefully investigated
liisi summer an impertinent mosquito
being published and is authentic.
bit the throat of a beautiful woman at before
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold by all
Newport. The bite became hideously druggists, or direct by mail, postpaiii, ou
inflamed, defying all efforts of mis- receipt of price, 60 rents per box, six
tress and inaitl to conceal It. Then box" for j - by the Dr. Williams
the sight of a lovely old mlnlaluru Medicine (Joinpauy, Schenectady, N. Y.
brooch trained In pearls suggested a
happy thought and that night the
band
belle appeared with an
of black velvet about her white throat,
Tbe one lnfolllbls method ty nhirb
bo quickly and permanently
pinned in front with the miniature. cured Is oan
by tbe use of tlEiSKKi.i s Oint-s- j
And the effect was so lovely that thla
For half a century thla great remedy
int.
baa been tbe means of rurlngskln tliaauaee
becoming little fad came In at once, of
every nature. Erysipelas, Tetter, leers,
1'ltnplua, RlagwOI in, lilotcby Hklu,
and has stayed all winter.
Kousb Hkln, Bait Rheum, Bculd
Head all yield aa readily to tbo marvelous
Copper in Great Demand.
curative virtues of Ubihkkli.'8 Ointmknt
Koaoina- - Befureajiply-tnNot less than 370,000,000 pounds ol aw the dread dlseaaebntlie
the ointment,
the afleoted tuirU,
copper wire were in use on the tele
ualtlg II I: s
MKniCINAl. BOA I'.
s Bi.ooi and I.ivkk Pti4Jj tone
Hi
year.
in
America last
iki liver and cleanae tbe blood, ointphone lines
up tLa
This year there is expected an in
ment, 60 cents a box ; Bosvp, 26 oenla a cake;
25 cents a bottle at all dructtlkta.
IMIla,
crease of 53,000,000 pounds. ConsidRend for
book of testimonials to
erable quantities of copper are used JoH ichton, II11I.1.0WA Y at Co., 631 Cummer. a
(street, fblladolpbla, Pa.
in the manufacture of brass lor tele
phone iusuumenls.
"VX-TaiThompton'i E,o Waur
lr

Slitrfuth

Ht..

MATCHLESS

trtUarft'rit

Five fiii'torles. Five MmrHte RMkM Of purnti.
Uuv from the intiniiltiirerN,
Caiital Jl.NHi.lOUiit.
the dealer do. AdJreew HfJti (,'i.llfnrula St., Denver.
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B'innerson's Second
Reformation
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will he hold prlraarily for tie exploitation of Alaska.
Late last mimmer. while President
J, K. ChUber of the exposition Was t
Nome word was brought In that a co
Rpeelmen of a mammoth Incased
In Ice had been discovered by W. G.
Thomas on t'leary creek.
Mr. PhlllierK Investigated, and learned that the specimen wai practically
perfect, the flesh and hide being Intact
except In one small place, which the
rtiatttni Ice had exposed, where some
animal had eaten away a portion of
the flesh.
Aside from the small hole In lt
back, the animal was In excellent
shape.
It i probably the finest, example of the preservative powers of
cold storage extant, for the animal t
caught long before people knew even
how to keep Ice during the summer
months.
President ChMWTfl learned also that
the mastodon could be removed from
the Ice, preserved and shipped to Seattle at comparatively small cost.
It was too late then to send a cruw
of men to preserve the specimen, but
there was present the consolation that
the approaching cold weather would
freeze It solidly and no harm could
come to it until next summer.
Batty next season Prof. Trevor K'n
cald. the zoologist of the University of
Washington, will be sent Into the in
terior of the northland to save every
particle of the creature possible. The
Job of preserving the monster will be
a big one for some taxidermist.

Once a Forest King.
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PUT PONIES ON SNOW SHOES.
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Magnificent lion recently presented to the New York Zoological Gardens
by Andrew Carnegie's little daughter. It was stuffed and mounted in the New
York Museum of Natural History.

A MASTODON ON ICE.
PREPREHISTORIC
MONSTER.
SERVED INTACT, FOUND.

Will Be Taken from Pesting Place in
Alaska to Yukon Exposition at
Seattle Big Beast to Look
as if Alive.

Seattle. Wash. When warm weather comes again a party of men with
domes of thought is going to take out of cold storage the
largest and the oldest piece of meat

ever preserved In this manner. They
will be strengthened for their work by
roasts from this wonderful bit of
preservation, and will bring
back to civilization enough to prove
the almost unb lllevablc stories they
cold-storag-

will tell.
The particular piece of meat, which

WILL

SELL JOHN

D.--

I

is to be taken out of cold storage
shortly after the robins' nest again, is
a mastodon, which was discovered incased in ice in the t'leary creek region
of Alaska late last summer. The proposition is to Induce this monster to
yield up it r hide, hair and bones for
exhibition at the
exposition, to be held at Seattle.
Wash., year after next.
The flesh will be eaten, as It Is not
considered practicable to preserve 11
with embalming fluid by the process
practiced during the late unpleasant
iiess with Spain In the case of roast
beef prepared for the lighting men.
Skeletons of the mastodon have been
reconstructed from scattered bones
and exhibited at former fairs, but no
exposition has had the big beast just
as he looked when alive.
exposition
The
c

R 1111

Rockefeller Refuses to Pay Duty on
Wonderful German "Restorer."
New York. A bottle of hair Oil
which a celebrated pharmacist of Her-Isent to John D. Rockefeller some
time i'tio Is to be sold by the government because the oil king failed to
pay the customs duty on the package.
John L). at the time the precious preparation reached this city already had
given Up hope of growing his own
hutr on his head, and had purchased
a wig from a French artist in that
line of endenvor.
It Is claimed that if Mr. Rockefeller had used the contents of the bottle from Berlin he would now have a
luxuriant growth of hair two feet long
and also a full set of Whiskers, The
oil Is guaranteed. It Is said, to grow
a beard on t wax image.
A box of lozenges which a Scotch-maforwarded to Mr. Rockefeller
from Edinburgh for the cure of hi-Indigestion is also to be sold by Unclfl
Sam for the BOO payment of duly. Il
was never claimed by the Standard
Oil magnate. One lozenge, according
to the modest account of the patentee,
would have enabled the founder of
the University of Chicago to eat wi'h
ease and comfort anything but a hair
mattress.
Other things addressed by cranks
to Mr. Rockefeller are Included in the

weigh between tiOO and 70(1 pounds.
The snowshoes were made of boards.
l2 inches square, one of these being
firmly clamped to each foot of the
P in'cs.
Thus fitted, the ponies were alili- - to
walk over the snow eight feel deep
with perfect ease. They were hitched;
to a beef hide. In which had been
tewed 5n0 pounds of mine supplies
and provisions, and this was dragged
behind the team.

PROTECTION

OF CHILD

LIFE.

In

The Idea of private property has
never been fully accepted by the
masses of the people, and never had
their cordial approval a In Institution, says a writer In the Ixmdon
News. The most popular r.ongs and
ballads of our nation in all ages, it
may be noted, have been those which
described sympathetically attacks on
private property, from the Robin Hood
cycle to the broadsheets In which
Turpln and Sheppard were made
heroes.
Kven nowadays the literature that
really touches the people, the lltera-turthat the educated classes seldom
so much as see exposed for sale, the
literature that Is sold In the small
"general'' shop In the bark street, and
costs fewer pennies than the novel we
know costs shillings, still very laiRely
deals with the romantic exploits of
the robber. He Is never a villain; he
is noble and generous to a fault: but
he is convinced of the Impropriety of
persona having too much money.
BABY WASTED TO SKELETON.
In

HI

Laundry worK at
would be
Benefit of Modern Machinery.
mire satisfactory If the right
It Is estimated by the department
fitnnh were used. In order to get the of agriculture that last year'e crop
desired stiffness. It Is usually neceswas produced and gathered at a savsary to use so much starch that the ing of $685,000,000 over what would
beauty and fineness of the fabric Is have been the cost of raising an equal
a paste of varying crop 50 years ago. This saving was
hidden behind
thlekness, which not only destroys the accomplished by the use of mode, j
appearance, but also affects the wear- agricultural Implements.
Farm
ing quality of the goods. This trouble
ran he entirely overcome by using Defiance Ptarch. ns It can be applied
much more thinly because of Its greater strength than- other makes.
nn-.ii-

imir1!

Prize for the Unmarried.
The latest novelty In bazar attractions Is that introduced by the Spring-sidWesleyan
chapel. Rnwtenstall,

e

Kngland. A wedding cake was cut up,
and In one section was concealed
a
marriage certificate. It was announced
that the bachelor or spinster securing

the "chunk" containing the document
had the opportunity offered to be married free of cost within the next 12
months by the Rev. J. Bennett.
Automobile "Tattersalls."
great mart, to be devoted wholly
to the sale of autos and accessories Is
A

to be built in London.

Torments with Terrible Sores on
Face and Body Tore at Flesh
by

Cured

Mil

J

"My little son. when about a year
and a half old began to have sores
come out on his face. They began to
come on his arms, then on other parts
of his body, and then one came on his

er or later declare itself.
How often do we hear women say,
"It seems as though my back would
break." Yet they continue to drasr
aloiifr anil suffer with aches in the
small of the back, pain low down in
the side, dragging sensations, nervousness and no ambition.
They do not realize that the back
is the
of woman's organMI55 LENA NAGEL
ism and otiicklv indicates bv aching
a diseased condition of the feminine organs or kidneys, and that aches
aud pains will continue until the cause is removed.
main-sprin-

made from native roots and herbs has been for many years the most
successful remedy in such cases. No other medicine lias such a record
of cures of feminine ills.
Miss LenaKagel. of 117 Morgan St.. Buffalo, N. Y.. writes: "I was
completely worn out and on the verge of nervous prostration. My back
ached all the time. 1 had dreadful periods of pain, was subject to fits
of crying and extreme nervousness, and was always weak and tired.
Lydia B. Pinkhnm's Vegetable Compound completely cured me."
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cures Female Complaints,
such as Backache. Falling and Displacements, and all Organic Diseases.
Dissolves and expels Tumors at an enrly stage. It strengthens and
tunes the Stomach. Cnres Headache and Indigestion and invigorates
the w hole feminine system.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Wom;n

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, Lynn. Mass. Her advice is free.

NO MORF MUSTARD

THE SCIENTIFIC AND MODERN

i'

,r

F.

Reward
by

Defiance Starch Is the latest Invention in that line and an Improvement
on all other makes; it Is more ecoMr. Charles D. Walcott. the new secretary of the Smithsonian institute
at Washington has announced that a fresh departure in research work has nomical, does better worK, takes less
been made possible by the gift of private funds which are to be applied to time. Get it from any grocer.

1VlK

I

Mil I

particular investigations

ITAL Y JS TAKING TO BEER.
Native Breweries Flourish and Opportunities Await American Product.

Nobody does anything well which
he cannot help doing;
work la only
done well when it is done with a will.

THE PAIN COMLS-KE- EP
A TUBE HANDY.
substitute for and superior to mustard or any other plaster, and will not
blister the most aeiicate skin. The
and curative qualities of
the article are wonderful.
It will stop the toothache at once, and relieve
Headache and Sciatica. We recommend it as the best and safest external
counter-irritan- t
known, also as an external remedy for pains in the chent
and stomach and all Rheumatic, Neuralgic and Gouty complaints, A trial
will prove what we claim for it. and it will be found to be invaluable in (he
household aud for children. Once used no family will be without it. Many
people say "it Is the best of all your preparations."
Accept no preparation
of vaseline unless the same carries our label, as othrrwise It is not genuine.
SEND YOUR ADDRESS AND WE WILL MAIL OUR VASELINE PAMPHLET WHICH WILL INTEREST YOU.
TILL

A

CHESEBROUGH

MFG. CO.

17 STATE STREET, NEW YORK CITY

DOUGLAS

W. L.

$3.00 AND $3.50 SHOES
W.

L

DOUGLAS

$4.00

GILT

SHOES I,...- FOR

EDGE

SHOES

CANNOT

BE EQUALLED

EVERYBODY

Men
BhoM.

... -
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noughts shoe are reconizHi. Iy
judun of footwear
to bo the best in style, lit ami wi ur Tirotliu ti in this country. Eaeo
p:m oi mo snoe ami every ueiuii 01 the imikin is looked ulti
ami wuti'lietl over bv skillel hoeni:iers, without rir
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tiino or rost. If I could take you into rav Urire. foctoriei hi
Uioi'Utoii, ,Masn., ai show von how rarefullv W. I. DoUffiftJ I
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why tln-bohl their shapt tit better.
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GET RICH
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in i9oi. .r..rit;a,ooo;
1902, 6.105,000;
190X 6.520.000;
1904.
7,535,S0O, and 1905, 8,610,000.

THE FASHIONABLE

'
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p
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i ii

FEATURE

of the season't ttylet is the

Japanese Effect

f

in Waists, Blouses, Jackets, etc., etc.
It's the newest thing, and a complete
assortment is found only in the
te

Butterick Patterns
10

Cents tnd 15 Cents Each

A tplendijy illustrated sheet

Style

of these graceful

will be mailed on receipt of two cents

Japanese
(2c) by

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY. LIMITED
.
BUTTERICK
BUILDING
NEW YORK

con-als-
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2
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The Delineator

the greatest authority on
Ladies and Juveniles.

15 Cents per Copy

n

IM

acres nf mi hi In ir FWUM Innri In
Idaho. Hictaest inil and most
MMTtMbful Irrlifft'ed traat In ib
Wor d. 44U.tt
rm Mti 11 in tWO

lows in Quarts;

Reckoning from the tax rate on
Washington. One naturally associCongress for This Purpose to Be Held ates the Italian, especially in his na- manufactures, in 1905 there was consumed In Italy 30,165,000 quarts of doin Brussels Next Fall.
tive laud, with wine In his drinking mestic beers and 8,610.000 quarts of
Yet Giuseppe's fondness for imported beers,
hours.
a total of 39,075,000
Washington. The department of beer
and other malt drinks is rapidly quarts, or four and
quarts anstate has received from the BtlgtM growing.
nually for the adult male population.
minister announcement of the second
Consul James K. Dunning of Milan Thus the Italian use of beers is yet
International congress of "gouttes de reports
that the Italian demand for moderate, wine continuing to he the
lalt" tprotection of child life), which beer is being
rapidly met by the na- national drink. In 1905 Italy producwill be held at Brussels from Sept 12
breweries,
which are Increasing ed 2,928,923,000
tive
quarts of wine, of
1907.
16,
to
output. The consul which 98,225,800 quarts were exposed.
This congress Is to be held In ac- in number and
The balance, 2,830,697.200 quarts, becordance with resolutions passed at continues:
"ThS demand of foreign residents ing consumed at home, gave a per
the general meeting of the first congress of "gouttes de lalt" at Paris in of Italy is adequately met by German capita consumption of 32514 quarts
1905. There will be two sectloi.B. The and Austrian Importations. There is of wine per year for each man of votutilising field for American beers, ing age.
no
first will be concerned with philan"The serious Intention of the Italian
thropic and social questions, the sec but the situation apparently offers
ond with the scientific problems of In- Opportunities for study on the part of brewers to meet foreign competition
American manufacturers of malt ex- is indicated by the fact that there are
t
fant hygiene. The congress will
of Belgian and foreign members tracts and other tonics of that nature. already 95 breweries In the kingdom,
"Ten years ago for the fiscal year all in north Italy. Advertising is conwho have subscribed beforehand the
sum of 20 francs ($3.96. Any Institu- 1896 97 the Italian government tax on ducted on an extensive scale.
"It may be more than suspected
tion for the protection of child life manufactures yielded only $31,000
may be represented oy a delegate In from breweries; for the fiscal year that there is an opening for American
905-0the same rate yielded $890, malt extracts and other 'tonics' of
whose name the subscription should
000.
In the meantime importations that nature. The Italian la a ready
be paid.
An exhibition of infant hygiene will of foreign beers grew rapidly, arrivals tippler of these specially bottled
Austria-Hungarand goods and could easily be taught U
be organized and opened during the frOM Germany
Switzerland since 1901 being as fol benefits of this class of product.'

toilless

PEPPER PLANT

OUICK. SURE. SAFE AND ALWAYS READY CURE FOR PAIN
"RICE
3c IN COLLATSIBLE
TUBES AT ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS. OR
BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF
Sc. IN POSTAGE STAMPS DON'T WAIT

A

Ilea'

Star.

COUNTER-IRRITAN-

VASELINE

&

Queer Names of Jurymen.
Among those drawn for Jury service for the April term of court, in
Franklin county are: Mr. Button. Mr.
Hasty, Mr. Curl, Mr. Lord. Mr. Dyer,
Mr. Cook and Mr. Pear
Kansas City

EXTERNAL

EXTRACT OF THE CAYENNE

fur any

CIIKXEV
CO., Toledo. O.
We the uniernli(ned. M w known T. J. CJMM9
for be last
year, safl believe bin, perfectly
id, all oualue-- l
transaction
and finiihi-lallab:e to carry out nny otiltiralioii made by h Arm.
WaLIM.SU. KINNAN ft MaKVIN.
Toledo, o.
Wboietaie linnet
Hall' Catarrh Cure lit laken Internally, aclinic
ittrectiy upon the blood and mncoti lurfacea 01 Ibe
ly'em. TcHtlmonla a aenl free, l'rlce B ceula per
bottle. Sol.l by ell Urua-a-laTakellall'i Family PUN for constipation.
.1.

PLASTERS TO BLISTER.

CAPISICUM

How's This?

1'alarrti c ure.

g

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

interrupted Goodart. "that's
not like Markley at all, He's the best
nstured fellow "
"Of course." continued Popley. "but
last night he came to my house with
molasses candy for the children and
let them sit ou his lap while ihey ate

aiarrtl that cannot be cured

AND

Are both symptoms of organic derangement, anil nature's warning to
Women of a trouble which will soon-

A Paradox of Ambiguity.
"I never saw any one so stuck-uas
Markley," began Popley. "Last night

We offer Onfl Huudred

NO. 16, 1907.

DESPONDENCY

laconically.
"Ah, they are about to put some
powder In their guns?"
"No: they are about to put some
powder oil their noses. Just because
they are warriors Is no reason why
they should be any different from
other women."
And then there was a moving-picturscene of animated puffs and
flashing hand minors.

ea.e of

W. N. U., DENVER,

BACKACHE

Cuticura.

it"

i

It is to be an

automobile "Tattersalls."

he''
"Why,"

n

sale.

Writer Sees Significance
Qlorincation of Robbers.

Trjll

The Smithsonian Institute.

HAIR OIL.

English

OF THEFT.

APPROVAL

chest, worse than the others. At the
end of about a year and a half of suffering he grew so bad had to tie his
hands In cloths at night to keep hi ni
Granite, Ore. To Kltner Thornburg from scratching the sores and tearing
and J. W. Tabor of this place probathe flesh. He got to be a mere skelebly belongs the distinction of being ton and was hardly able to walk. I
the first parties to travel over the sent to the drug store and got a cake
deep snows of the Blue mountains of Cuticura Soap and a box of Cuticura
with horses equipped with snowshoes.
Ointment, and at the end of about two
Their first venture in this way of trav- months the sores were all well. He
eling was so successful that hereafter has never had any sores of any kind
for such trips they will use horses in- since, and only for the Cuticura Remstead of carrying heavy packs cu edies my precious child would have
died from these terrible sores. I used
their backs.
The trip was to the Hen Harrison only one cake of Soap and about three
mine, about 15 miles from this plans, boxes of Ointment. Mrs. Kghert ShelIn the Greenhorn mountains. The road don. R. P. D. No. 1, Woodvllle, Conn.,
for bIx or seven miles this slue of the April 22, 1905."
mine Is burled under several feet cr?
True to the Sex.
snow. Packing mine supplies and pro
Suddenly
On swept the amazor.s.
visions over this snow on snowshoes
is a difficult proposition, and It wan the long line of female warriors halted on the brink of battle.
to avoid this that the experiment wa
"What are they waiting for?" asked
The
made with horses on shoes.
horses used were two black ponies the war correspondent.
"Powder!" replied the commander
owned by Grant Thornburg. They
Novel Experiment on Mountain
a Complete Success.

1'ivm tttfnaiSpii)

POPULAR

fashions

for

$1.00 per Year

lilt!

A

SOCIAL LEADER
THE
OF KANSAS CITY
Attributes Her Exiellent Health to
a.

NATION'S WEALTHM.i:

TOTAL

PLACED

VALUATION

$107,104,192,410

in

AT

la
of Government
General Property Taxes the
Principal Revenue Receipts of
States and Cities.

$35.50

In the period of
the national wealth of the United
to
States ran up from $7,133,780,228
Prom a statement of
$107,104,192,410.
the Increase by dermics made public
by the census bureau it Is seen that
the greatest actual Kain came In the
ten years ending in 1900 from $t;.r.1S'0-190-

-

though
the percentage of increase was greater than this in the ten years begin
ning with 1S80.
In 1870 there were two Increase val
uations, one of $30,000,000,000 In cur
rency and one of $21,000,000,000
in
gold, then at a premium.
It is a common fact that, omitting
the decade 18G0 to 1870 a period
marked by lessened productivity due
to the civil war and by a loss due to
MRS. W. H. SIMMONS.
to the emancipation of slaves the ann. SIMMONS, 111!) R. 8th imal increase of wealth per family
MRS. W.
Kansas City. Mo., member of has been almost uniform. That inthe Nat innal Annuity Assoeiat ion, crease for the decade 1850 to 1800
writes :
' My health wascxc-pllm- t
until about was $180; for the 2C years 1870 to
1890, $184, and from 1890 to 1904,
ayenraffn, When I had a eomplrte
from overdoing socially, not Mt-tin- $182.
the proper rest. aul too many late
Real property and Improvements
Nippon, My stomach was in a dreadtaxed account for a trifle more than
ful condition, and my nerves alt unhalf of the national wealth of 1904;
strung.
1 was advised by a friend to try
railroads and their equipments are
and eventually I bought a bottle. itemized at $11,244,752,000. manufactook it and then another, and kept tured products over $7,400,000,000,
using- it for three months.
$4,000,000,000.
"At the enil of that time my health live stock more than
was restored, my nerves no longer manufacturing machinery, tools, etc.,
clothing and
troubled me. and I felt myself once nearly $3,300,000,000:
more and able to assume my social personal adornments about
I
position.
certainly feel that Peruna
street railways $2,129,960,000.
Is deserving of praise."
that
It has long been recognized
There are many reasons why society taxes
Increase faster than population.
women break down, whv their nervous
systems fail, why they have systemic or The relation between tax levies and
pelvic catarrh. Indeed, they are espe- wealth has not been generally observcially liable to these ailments. No won- ed. By tableo included In the present
der they require the protection of Peru-Ilk- . report Is shown that In 22 years from
It is their shield and safeguard.
rate based
to $S8.&00.000.000

o

tf

11

$2,500,-000,00-

1880

generally, comes Irregular and painful
periods, weakening drains, backache,
headache, nervousness, dizziness, Irritability, tired feeling, etc. The cure Is

OF

Cardui

The Female Regulator
that wonderful,

curative, vegetableex-trac- t,
which exerts such a marvelous,
strengthening influence, on all female
Cardui relieves pain and
Organs.
It is a sure
regulates the menses.
and permanent cure for all female
complaints.
At all druggists and dealers in (1.00
bottles.

"I

SUFFERED AWFUL PAIN

In my womb and ovaries," writes Mrs.
Naomi Bake, of Webster Grove, Mo.,
"also In my right and left sides, and
my menses were very painful and Irregular. Since taking Cardui I feel like a
new woman ar.d do not suffer as I did.
K Is the best medicine I ever took."

You can Identify

Alabr.stine by
the trade mark, but you
can't fully appreciate all the
reasona why you should
identify It unless you

Write today for booklet And fnU
Information about how you can niaka
your lioine nunc bauUful at UtUa
expense by ualng It.
AJabaatlne la a aanltary wall cover
ing- that aerurea almply wonderful
reeuita m a wonaerruuy aimitie way.
The Alabaallna Co..
10 araaeille Art., Oiaad I
Baplaa, Mica or loo water
mat, flaw ava

UaT,1-T.U.n-

teaspoonful after meals and at

CARTERS

Posltlvelr cured by
these Utile fins.
-

They also relieve Dlatress from Dyspepsia, InMPlTTLC
digestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect rem- edy for Dizziness. Nausea,
Drowsiness. Bud Taste
in the Moutli. Coated
Tongue. Pain In the Bide,
TORPID UVER. They
regulate the Bov els. Purely Vegetable.
SMALL PILL

SMALL DOSE.

Genuine

CARTERS

SkUiL

PRICE,

Must Bear

Signature

iTTLE

IVER

pills.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

PATENTS

w.i..a B. c Mawaai 1'aCaut Attar
nay. Wa.hiDatua, 1). O. Advice
free. Ternuluw. Hiskeelraf

bed-

1

By follovlng the- - directions, which
are plainly printed on eac h package of
Defiance Starc h, Men's Collars and
Cuffs can be made Just as stiff as desired, with either gloss or domestic
Try it. Hi oz. for tOc, sold by
finish
"11 good groreri.

AND

NEURALGIA

ST.
JACOBS

'

OIL

The Proved Remedy
For Over 50 Years.

To live but one day in Rood will to
all men is to antllcpate and hasten
that day when all men shall live In
good will. Bliss Perry.

Price M and

SOc

CASTORIA

FOOT-EASE-

trading firm at Peking has received the following communication:
Everybody should take something to "Dear Sir The Chinese calendar in
help the blood. Which becomes impovyour company is glance in looking, to
erished and almost ioUl after the win- be sure surpassing all the others: and
ter season, especially those who
also It is gigantic beyond example in
to Rheumatism, Catarrh, Kid- connexion
with its fine spectacle,
ney and Bladder trouble.
while I look at it.
shall be very
It is said that one week's use of this much obliged, if you will kindly give
mixture will clear the skin of sores, me some pieces, as have great deal
pimples or boils.
of interest of it." London Daily Mail.
This Is sound, healthy advice, which
will be appreciated by many readers.
Sheer white goods, in fact, any fine
time.

A

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
M.t'OROL

jfiOtl
fte-- a

.V

Eei

H

PER DENT.
ArcelablcPrrparaiinnrorAs
similaiiiiihcFoodamiKorula
.1

Bears the

''"liPSiomachsandBwclsof

c

Signature

1

Promoles

Rich Prize for Historical Work.
One million five hundred thousand
dollars is offered as a prize for a literary composition, the biggest prize of
its kind on record. The award will be
made at St. Petersburg on December
1, 1925. to the writer of the best his.
tory of Alexander I. of Russia.
founder of the military colonies of Novgorod, left a fortune of
50,000 gold rubles ($25,7501 to provide
for this unique prize. The
day is the centenary of the Czar Alexander's death, by which time the
money will, it is estimated, have inof
creased to $2,000,000.
It will be used to defray the cost of
publishing the work which wins tho
prize.
Yale Now Free from Debt.
Yale university is free from debt,
and has a balance of $62,000, after
paying a floating
debt of $456,804.
The university has recently invested
more than $1,000,000 In New York real
estate, producing 4' per cent., and
has bond investments worth
Arakt-cheief-

wash goods when new, owe much of
their attractiveness to the way they
are laundered, this being done in a
manner to enhance their textile beauty. Home laundering would be equally satisfactory If prouer attention was
given to starching the first essential
being good Starch, which has sufficient
strength to stiffen, without thickening
the goods. Try Defiance Starch and
you will be pleasantly surprised at the
improved appearance of your work.

One-fourt-

per cent.
The increase in the national wealth
from 1900 to 1904 was over $18,500.

advance

without parallel In the history of the
country save in the decade of 1850-60- .
where its wealth more than doubled,

$3,307.-971.7-

and stocks worth

thus furnishing the greatest recorded
percentage of gain.

$500,482.32.

At least a quarter million more could
be realized on the bonds and stocks.
The treasurer. Mr. Lee Meriting, announces that the funds of the university reach $8,254,492.45.

MOTHER GETS INCUBATOR BABY
Wins in Long Legal Fight for Child
Exhibited at St. Louis.

Dissertation on Henpeck.
An Ohio man is reported to be at
the point of death from blood poisoning caused by henpeck.
This is
rather queer. There are many men
In and around Eskridge who are henpecked a thousand times a year, and
while it makes the blood boll no
poisoning
has Bet in. Wabaunsee

Topeka, Kan. The Kansas supreme
court has decided that Mrs. Charlotte
K. Bleakley
of Lawrence is entitled
to the "incubator baby" exhibited at,
the St. Louis world's fair. This reverses the decision of the Douglas
county district court and upholds the
decision of the circuit court of Illinois, which held that Mrs. Bleakley
is the mother of the child.
The baby was placed in an incubator by a St. Louis midwife after the
mother had been told it was born
There Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
dead.
Harkley adopted the child and took
It to Illinois.
The fight for possession came about
when the mother brought suit to regain the child after she had formally
signed papers giving up her claim
to it.

Not Narcotic.

JttaprofOldDi:iM.nPmvm
fimJtm
ftparrrnint --

St (nrhmakSsaa
Simar

RmBSM Hcnrr.

K5a
E

Apcrferl Remedy forConstipa
I
ion , Sour Stomacli.Diarrtaa
Worms .Convulsions.Fevcrisli
ness and LOSS OF SllEEP.

i

Facsimile Signature of

:

ROMANTIC DEVONSHIRE.

WILL GROW DATES IN TEXAS.

Experiments Prove Fruit Will Thrive
in the Rio Grande Delta.

a considerable territory that
halms
soil surveys have found to be particularly adapted to their growth.
This, with the exception of a smali
area along too Gila river la Arizona,
is the only section of the United
States where these trees do well.
Walter T. Swingle of the department
of agriculture says the rarest of date
palms will do well along the Rio
Urande river in Texas.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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Their Sale

than could have been accomplished

Remedies which physicians sanction for family use, as they act most beneficially and
are gentle yet prompt in effect, and called ethical, because they are of

in pkgn.

"Tbere'B

a

in any other

way

The Value and Importance of Ethical Remedies.
Known Excellence and Quality and of Known Component Parts.
of the world and the approval of
To gain the full confidence of the
the most eminent physicians, it is essential that the component parts be known to and
approved by them, and, therefore, the California Kip Syrup Company has published for many
years past in its advertisements and upon every package a full statement thereof. The perfect purity and uniformity of product which they demand in a laxative remedy of an ethical
character are assured by the California Fig Syrup Company's original method of manufacture,
known to the Company only.
There are other ethical remedies approve! by physicians, but the product ot
the California Fig Syrup Company possesses the advantage over all other family kxatives
that it cleanses, sweetens and relieves the internal organs on which it acts, without
disturbing the natural functions or any debilitating after effects and without having to
increase the quantity from time to time.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known under the name of
acceptance as the most excellent of
Syrup of Figs, and has attained to world-wid- e
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
of the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, we have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna, as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtlessly it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs; and to get its beneficial effects,
always note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call for Syrup
of Figs, or by the full name, Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna, as Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company, and the same heretofore known by the name, Syrup of Figs, which
The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists
has given satisfaction to millions.
throughout the United States in original packages of one size only, the regular price
of which is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is 'sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C., the remedy is not adulterated or
within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1966.
Well-informe- d

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville, Ky.

San Francisco, Cal.
U. S. A.
London, England.

Haytrl

pretensions

Philpotts has made us familiar with
romantic Devonshire, iu his fascinating
novels, "The River," "Children of the
Mist," etc. The characters are very
human; the people there drink coffee
with the same results as elsewhere. A
writer at Rock House, Orchard Hill,
Uideford, North Devon, states:
"For 30 years I drank coffee for
breakfast and dinner but. some 5 years
ago I found that it was producing indigestion and heart-burn- ,
and was making me restless at night. These symptoms were followed by brain fag and
a sluggish mental condition.
"When I realized this, I made up my
mind to quit drinking coffee and
having read of Postum, 1 concluded to
try It. I had It carefully made, according to directions, and found to my
agreeable surprise at the end of a
week, that I no longer suffered from
or brain
either indigestion, heart-burn- ,
fag, and that I could drink it at night
and secure restful and refreshing

more clearly

yM

il fac I
.trgQl if 5Q.
I

Patent

ed

which indulge in extravagant and
to cure all manner of ills, and the

rmtAuMioiiTp
w
.i:b tnahi-pIUOMW
Aa

no. 606,

have established

Hired Escorts for Dogs.
Paris. A new "profession" has been
started in this city that of tho
"promeneurs de chlens," men who take
logs out for an airing. As a rule they
have a number of families for which
they do this service at stated hours,
but they are open to engagement to
lake out a special pet by Itself. They
are paid a small sum every week and
generally take the dogs out to l be
Wallvllle,"
parks.

ClTV.

34 YEARS SELLING DIRECT

u

The Land Made Famous by Philpotts'
Novels.

that time we have entirely
discontinued the use of the old kind of
coffee, growing fonder and fonder of
Postum as time goes on. My digestive
organs certainly do their work much
better now than before, a result duo
to Postum Pood Coffee, I am satisfied.
"As a table beverage we find (for all
the members of my family use it) that
when properly made it Is most refreshing and agreeable, of delicious flavor
Vigilance is, however,
and aroma.
necessary to secure this, for unless the
servants are watched they are llkeiy
to neglect the thorough boiling which
it must have In order to extract the
goodness from the cereal." Name glvrn
by Postum Co., Rattle Creek, Mien.
Read the little book, "The Road lo

J

-

National Legislation Enacted to Restrict

sleep.
"Since

I

fSeweeew
Guranteedlmi'ntcK00

In

Thirty Years

So-Call-

of an injurious

A'

NEW YORK.

The General Condemnation of
or Secret Medicines

Tribune.

of

Rest.Coii(ains neitlter
Opium.MoiTjhiric nor Mineral.

prize-givin-

Maine Woman Has Pet Deer.
Mrs. Nellie Smith, of Sebec, Me.,
has a tame deer which Is nearly two
years old now, but which she has
raised like a cosset lamb, feeding It
from a bottle at first and making a
It was given to her
Kit m pet of It.
by a lumberman, who overtook it in
the deep snow and caught it in his
arms when it wa.c no larger than a
cat, except for its legs, it has always
been perfectly tame and domesticated,
never having known anything of the
wild life of its kind, but runs about
the premises unre st rained, having its
place in the stable on cold nights.
The deer are numerous around Sebec,
and it is a question whethnr, as Mrs.
Smith's pet grows older, it will not
answer to the "call of the wild" and
join its comrades in the foresL

Digcslion.Checrrul

ncss aitd

1

capita debt,

an

Por conatipntinn. liilinusnrsa, liver disturbance, mid dlsasw resulting from imremedy. Car
pure blood) take Nature
field Tea. R is nude uimlly of health;
giving herb.

I

RHEUMATISM

one-hal-

In

SICK HEADACHE

I. yon Phelps of YalP

It is curious that actors "who lose
their heads don't advertise for them.

l'-,-

San Antonio, Tex. The growing of
late palms for their fruit is a new and
rapidly developing industry along the
delta of the Rio Grande river in Texas. Experts from the department of
agriculture at Washington have made
exhaustive experiments in this section, with tho result that they unreservedly advise the planting of date

N

War-

Soldiering In China.
Corporal
Frank Hayden. nf the
army recruiting station, who spent a
year of army service in China. sirs
It is a good country to "soldier" In.
"The worst thing about China and
the islands." he said. "Is that there's
M one to associate with except the
native,.
good
Otherwise they're
places, China especially, to do mill- tary service. Food of good quality ii
very cheap.
We could buy 17f eggs
!here for 50 cents American money
Of one dollar 'Mex.'
Ten cents would
buy a fine fat chicken and 60 cents a
good sheep.
The Chinese are good
cooks and we could employ one for a
very little money over his board."
Kansas City Times.

well-know-

receipts of
state and municipal governments general property taxes form about 75 per
cent., special property and business
taxes 6.7 per cent., liquor licenses 5.9

This records

.k

e

cities, villages, towns, boroughs, precincts, school districts, etc, was $2,

000,000.

Ctirpeta can lie colored on the fluor with
'I NAM KADKLKSS DVKS.
your
Ilk- per purkngr.

l'l

druggist.

"Blood-Cleanin-

the corresponding payments for expenditures were $1,701.
330,960.
The aggregate public debt
of the national government, states,
territories and municipalities, the
last term including co'intles (or par
ishes) and all minor civil divisions, as
789.900,120 In 1902; per
$35.50.
Of principal revenue

LUNATIC.

have lived to know that the great
eat Instead.
secret of human happiness is this:
The man followed the advice and Never suffer your ene rgies to stagwas cured, but the habit of asking for nate. Dr. Adam Clarke.
food had become so fixed with him
dive Defiance Starch a fair trial-- try
that once he was nearly locked up as
it for both hot and cold starching,
a lunatic. He was stopping at a hotel
and, hearing a great commotion In the and if you don't think you do better
room next to his. he peeped over the work, in less time and at smaller cost,
transom to see what the nnttcr was. return It and your grocer will give
Ke saw, and rushed madly down to you back your money.
the office and shouted to the clerk:
Blessed Is the man who has found
"The man In 153 has shot himself!
his work; let him ask no other bless
Ham and egg sandwich, please!"
Know thy work and do it:
edness.
Lippincott's.
and work at it like Hercules.
One
monster there Is in the world the
SPLENDID APRIL TONIC.
idle man. Carlyle.
Easily Prepared at Home and HarmPriests at Humble Labor.
less to Use.
The Hlshop of Digue stated recently in the Paris (iaulols that, while
This Is known as
Time," especially among the older some of the priests are now living on
folks, who always take something dur- their savings, others are supporting
ing this month to clean the blood of themselves by mending watches, mak-Inbeehives and knlttinir ierseva
impurities and build it up.
The following is the recipe as given In a Pinch, e
.
ALLEN'S
authority, and anyby a
A DOWder.
It cures painful, smartone can prepare it at home:
ing, nervous feet and ingrowing nails.
Fluid Extract Dandelion
ICs the greatest comfort discovery of
ounce, Compound Kargon one ounce, the age. Makes new shoes easy. A
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla three certain cure for sweating feet. Sold
by all Druggists, 25c. Accept no subounces.
Get these simple ingredients from stitute. Trial package. FRKK. Address A. S. Olmsted. La Roy. N. Y.
any good pharmacy and mix by shaking well In a bottle. The close is one
Calls for Interpreter.

$1,709,136,510;

are a symptom of tne most serious
trouble which can attack a woman,
viz: falling of the womb. With this,

WINE

the calculated tax

upon the census estimate of true value
increased only two cents on $100.
In the final period covered by this
report the revenue receipts of the
national, state and municipal governments were, exclusive of duplications.

Dragging
Down
Pains

A

Queer Ju.nble of Words
ranted the Inference.

Prof. William

Per Capita Debt

000.000.000

HIM

recently told this story at New Haven's chamber of commerce banquet:
A hard drinker was told by his doctor
that he could be cured tt evrYy time
he felt that he must have a drink he
would Immediately take something to

1904.

New York.

OUGHT

New York, N. Y.
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